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ln order for Hald' s acceptance sampling model based on pr~·9r -~ 
distribution and c_osts to· be of maximum bene:fi t it is neces.sary to 
explore- th~. :·~ert~:itivity of the model to changes or errors in :the 
ove.r the usual operating rangf=. of.· (to.s·t:f;-. 
The ·deveI~pment- .of .. Ha.Id":s :mo·del is· sk.et,ched.i l3·y qonsid.er1ng 
·\in'i·t, and th·e e.o·~:t. of rejecting ·a _lc:r~ (pe.:r unit) .he is abi.~ to 
clev:~10.:e:· a total .. cost :.e·qu~tion K(.'n, c) where: .n is· ·the sample .s·ize'· 
.A computer program· i,s·· .<leveloJ;ied tJ) comput:e· the :mini.mum of t:his 
~ function for· .~. ~.ive.n. 'set ·of· paraqieter:s which .specif'i(fs:· th·~ .optimum. 
s·a.tnpling plan (n., e). .Sets of data: are then selected with :th~ 
attempt· .made to .. choo.se s.et·s wh,ich will be meaningful ·to th:e w-ide.s:t,. 
are :thEtn ev.aluat.e.d ·to :determine optimum .. :Pl~rrs and t:he co.rre:spop<l.ing: 
:G.:r:aphioal and tabular ~c3.pal·y:siEt :is: employed t_.o: .. $1-Jow that the 
to.tal cos,t ·is rt.at unduly -in:fJuenceo. by small ;change-s in the costs. 




--...,~- ' .. _,,, ......... -.--····~ 
An auxiliary observation of the study is that as. lot size 
increases, the model tends to be· .less sensitive, in terms of total 
co.st, to changes in sample ~lz~:, 
·.This is shown by means of a 
t·abuiar presentation. of t.otal .co·$.:t·s for different lot sizes in t:b,e·: 
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I. Introduction· · 
In August, 1960, A. Hald published an article in Technometrics 
entitled "The Compound Hypergeometric Distribution and a System of 
Single Sampling Plans Based on Prior Distributions· and Costs. " [ 1] 
This plan takes a more direc.t approach to tll~ que:stio:h of prior 
distributions and costs t.h~n. do: ·any of the .current.ly popul:a.r accep-
tance sampling plans such as Stati.stic:al Research GrOliP=, Columbia 
·University, Mili tary-Standard-105, P_hillips Standa:rd Sampling System, 
1 and the Dodge-Romig System. 
As Hald points out, [2, PP:• :276'-82] these sampling plans 
implicitly as,sume. bo.tri prior distributions and costs but the imp.t~"" 
mentation of ·the·se plans -~ivf;·s ·no guarantee. of :an- economi.cally 
, optimum sa.mpling. plan. ''fhis is. due in :part to the :fact t·ha.t :all. th,e· 
plans mentioned .above= .include. :~t 1~·.a.s·t. one arbitr.ary relation·.. As 
an example, in th·e Dodge-Rom~g ·sy&t:ein, the authors - t~1trod,11ce ·a. re:aJ._.~ 
tion between n, the sample size, ·and.. -c·, the acceptance numl;>e:r .. , by 
imposing the co·ndit:ion that. the operating characteristi·c (OC) '(!·U.rv:e; 
pass through, a. given point. This arbitrary relation calls for the' 
~pplication· of a good q.eal of analysis on the part of the person-
¢hoos:1r1g the sampling pl.an: to insure a plan which is as nearly optiro.-w.n: 
,~s: po~·s1ble. 
J:t should be pointed out a.s ·Hald did [l, p. :2:79] that these 
cr:itfcisms are of a theoretical nature and are .. not meant to detra.ct 
l. See References 2-4, 2-7, 2-9. 
4 . 
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from the usefulness of the yarious plans. Many of -them have been 
±rt .use for a long time and no doubt will continue to serve a useful 
purpose for some time to come. 
Hald I s approach to the problem. is a more direct one. · B.y assumj ng 
:a :prior distribut.ion of quality of ·product and certain :costs, he has 
b_eeh able to develop: a set of two: e:qua·:tions which yield minimum cost 
sampling plans. The prior distribution is treated quite generally 
a,n4 in practice may be of almost any standard form such as ·t,h~ 
:]~ipomial, Rectangular, Polya and many others-.~ ·More. will be ·s-ai:q ~P-PU.t 
·th-is later. 
As for the oo.s.t~ .¢:on_sidered· iri the :mode:t.i ·t·n·e.r,~ '_~::r.e.: bas.ic·atJly 
three. 
~) 'Th:e co·sts· :as.soc±a:ted with $atnp:I:.ing a ·unit·, 
3.) T_h¢. costs :associated with accepting a def·ect1·v.e item ,·. 
It i.s. c.onc·eded that these are not a11 · conceivable. ·cos:t._s a_sso.ci-
:.ated with a s·ampl-ing plan but it is contended that tbe-se are the 
major ones... It is with these costs and their effe'ct. en sampling 
plans that ·thi_~- p_hesis will be concerned. Bas·ical.J~Y; the question 
to be answered is, "How do changes· ·or ·e_t·rots. in the c·o.sts affect th~: 
sampling plan?" 
The importance of answering this question is app·arent. In a 
,p.ractical situation, these costs will not be generally available in 
a. precise form. In fact, the cost of accepting a. defective item may 
be quite difficult to estimate ac·cu·rately. Such things a:s· ~ood will, 
safety hazards, and the like, may be vecy difficult: to- ·p~t a price 
tag on. Even if the: costs· are not .so :nebulous ·.a good deal of work 
may be involved ir1 de-termining exac·t figµr.e:s .. Possibly 90'/o of the .. 
costs can be ascertained ·1n an ho·ur ·but· the other 101/o will r;equi.r.-e· 
.;r;~ 
sev-eral days to dete::rnune. :.If ·t.his ·i·s t·h.e cctse., w~ a-re .then correct 
in. :wondering if: thi~: 1~ i.s·, evert· worth .eval-µating-~ How much will 
-tit:Ls omiss:ion af·fect ·tp.e: .f111al s:e.l.~ct:ibh of .a s~p+ing plan? ·The 
,_folJowi.1tg. ·page-s hol·d the: BJ.1Swer· ... · · thios .quest.ion:. 
;fqlJlld. -was. th ·the February-, 1·963 issue o.f T.echnbrnetrics., wrttt~r:r 1;,y 
Ji. .Pfanz~gl and -e.nti tled "Sampling Pro¢.eci.tt:re.$ ::s:ase.d on Pr.ioz- J).i:s.tr.i-~. 
_,. button an4 C.CJ$"ts.u [~l This articl.e ha.q. two p~1\pose·s:.: 
2)·· ·To. verify t·h~ b:~·l..i.=ef that- double sample proc·~dw.¢:~ 
have so many .org·anizational complications· as ·to: 
cornpleteJ~y he_·gat·e. -any advantage of double :Sampling., 
·T:h..e :resul.t:r show, respectively,: 
:·i.) 
2} 
There i.s only :a. mo.derate ·influence :of· t_he· :P:tior· .distribut.i·q:ri_-:, 
T!1·ere is no ec.orioriiic- advantage of d9util¢ .samplin_g. 
Some: of the· te.¢hniq1fes: of analysis Pfanzagr :US.ed' in his work 
will be used later -in this paper. The qu.est:ion asked here is of· 
;.,, -··the same natur~· as that asked by him and his techniques seem qu:it:e. 
:·effective. 
6 
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II. Statement of the Problem 
Before stating the problem, :per. ·se,: we sh:~11· ou:tline the develop-
ment of Hald' s model for obta.inirt_g, ·economi.cEµly optimum sampling 
l cc}s.t·· .of .allowing a defe:.ctive ·.±te:rn ·to· ··re,:ach the· 
•cust.omer 
k_8 .- -c~_osts· .q;f' s·a.tnpl'i.~g: insp.ec.t.io'n: .pe·r :it·ern t.P.~p~C·te..d 
:as ,a =f:ract::±ori 'of· the c.ost. o:f ·allowfn~r a: o.efectlve 
\r - costs of :rejected lots (per item) as a. fra:Cti.on of the 
.cost of ~low~:ng: ·a: ·d.ef e.o.t .. i.v.e i . tem t:o· readh :t·he 
cu·stomer· 
n -. · s.ample size· 
lot size. I . 
x; ·.-. ·· ·nti:mb:er :o:f de.f.e"C!td.ves in a s:ample ·9.f· size: n 
){: 
·g··. 'x)-. 
. ··n\ .. .. 
·where ·r :(· x)·. N . 
:nutrfbe.r of ·de·fectives in a lot of .size· 'N 
.gi.stri.'but'ii .. on of defectives x in .a .sam:p:le: ... of- si:z-~· :n ... 





Let p (x) · :be:: ·the expected fraction defective in the· Jton~· n . . 
.. , . . ., 
inspected part .o:f· the lot. Again, according to Hald, (1, p •. 2.93,· 
equation 481 · 
x+l gn+l(x+l) 
-
·n+l g (x) 
n 
·:r:t' '·We:, let· lf(ri, c) :repres.e~n.,t: tb~· .costs :csf t·he: ·s:.ainpli:rr~; _:procedu'i',e.,:: 
we :.tra.n write the f.\:;-11,:aw±ng.: e·qua.~t:ort :for :t.otal. cqS·t. Ii., p •.. 3.06,, equa-. 
t·iOri ·9q .. J -:: 
l 1, p· •. 3·08.,. equ.at}qri: 1-os·.l . ' . . 
. . . 
pn{:c .) .! kr ·<.: ·Pn.::fc+l),: 
,· . ' 
·.f ram which it follows :t·hat.::: 
+ 
K(rt) ""' p.f}ts•"'k,r) + Nkr - (N-n) I [kr-P-n(:xJ] .gn(x) 
.,.. . ...1,.;..-e··:r· .. e.· .· •. 
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, ·.r·· 
Clearly, the. _.p_ro'b~e.~ ·red\(ce.s: -it~·_e1·£ to one or· finding an n such 
0 
that k(n ) < K(n) 
. 0 -
. 
c from (4). 
for all- n. Given this n, we can then find 
0 
In order to i_nve~t.ig-ate ·the: ~f-_fect,: :pf cost.s· p11 our ·mode.l,· we 
must .first select a prior distribution f N(X}. 'l'.he one selected for 
thi:s: investigation is the Polya: 
r .. (·x:)-
---N_, .- -· 
.. 
- (:) r(a+f3) r(a)r(f3) r(x-,.a) r(f3+N-X) r(a+~+N) .. 
Th:er·e·: are .sev·e-ral ,r·easons for this choi:ce: .arrd t-hey -.dese.rv~, s'qm~ . 
(6.) 
. dis:c.ussi.on. }Jere. .E·i'rst., th'i s:· ·distrib11t.i-on is: widely usect tq .mode:i 
p·-roduction. processes primar.ily because it has· two par·ame.t·ers., O:· 
.and Jl. This ··allows- 'it to take on a v:arlety -of' shapes ·and f'i.t· v-:ery· 
.. 
well ·a ·wide :·divers-:ification of data . 
. secondly:,. as will be seen shortly., t-h:±$· .d:Ls-ttibut:to.n is :o.o:n:-
venient to use· in Hald' s model. 
·rrl~u.st:rial En.g.in(:_e_:ri,ng· at Lehigh Uni v_er-si·ty by Jol11t Carl. Bqrg I 3] 
:it·. was s_:hq.wn -e~pirically that the Polya distributiori pr,o.vJ.de~ a 
significantly better fit to sampling data than did. the binomial,. 
poisson or the hypergeometric distributi·ons. 
While the Polya distribution may be .derived in several ways, 
the following way is of particular interest. Consider a binomial 
process where the probability of defects, p, varies from lot to 
. lot·. Thus, we can write the distribution of the numb.er -of dE:tfe.ct.+-v.ers: 





~ ,·.·: ;.·.,_. 
~; 
·' . 
.. ,. ' 
' 
l 
f(x) = J f(xlp) k(pf 9) dp 
0 
where k{pfe) represents the distr1buti9n.. of p and f(xlp) is 
the fainjliar binomial di$-tti_btit.:i.bn. C-h_ao:sin:g the beta distribution 




( ., n ·), x(.. . )n-x X . p . ·.:J .. -p:. 
- (~:) r(a+~) r(a) r(~) · 
--· ·r _(x;o:,.~) n· . .. 




This is the ·Polya distr-i·bµt}qn. a-s t·t wiil. be· .u·sed, in o.ur· c}ort~-
side.r·ations. Its firs:t moment- i$- --~~s:iJ_y .computed as .follows: 
:_Slnc.e.: 
r(a+~) 



















E(x) - xf (x) 
n 
r~a+f3~ 









-y· - °j{. ... ·_ 1 
IO 
a+f3 
-N =- n ~ -1 













Cl·e_ar.ly, t:hat· _portion e-~9-19,s:e:4- :py brackets is nothing more: t:han.: 
f (· · ·A ~-_)- ·: 
::·rt: -_Y·t t.""' · , .wh·ich is unity. 
Therefore: 









As we shall see, t:hi_s t.~ :the expected number of defectives in a lot 
of size n. 
One of the. Polya distributior~}·,~ mo~t: int·e·re.st:ing :qha;·ra.ct.er:t'stic·s .. 
i-s what Hald calls reproducib.ili~y to ·hype-rgeom.etric: samp.llng· [1, 
p. 296]. This simply means that: the. di.s'tri:hu"tion of the number of 
defecti ve,s. i.n a sample is the S:afue: ·as- th_e p:rior· .di·stribution of· th·e: 
number- o:r defectives in a 1;<:it~. T}ils· is -of pa.rt_i_c_ul·ar importance- -to 
,us. since :it allows us to ·i~ed_f:~tely writ.e·-: 
)... , 
.. (· n). r(a+f3) 
=:· ·· · . x r (a) r ( f3) r(a+t3 I'(f3+n-x) r a+f3+n 
:we: :may no.w.: ·de:t:i..ve an expression for p (x) 
n 
·pn(x) x+l gn+l(x+l) - g (x) n+l n 
n+l r(a+f3) r(a+x+.l f(t3+n-x) 
x+l x+l r(a; r{f3) r a+f3+n+l 
- n+l r a+t3 r a+x r f3+n-x (~) r(a) r{f3) r(a+f3+n) 
• 
x+l (n+l) ! x! (n-x) ! r(a+x+l r(13+n-x) • 




r a.+x+l) r(r,+n-x r(a+b+n) 
- r a+f3+n+l r a+x r f3+n-x 
_ (a,+x ! (f3+n-x-1)! (a+f3+n-1)! 
- a+r,+n ! a+x-1 ! f3+n-x-l ! 
p (x) - a+x 
n - a+f3+n • 
12 
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". . - --· . It was stated earlier that the Polya distribution was convenient 
to use arid the reason is opyious. now as we summarize our results in 
relatively simple form: 






·witb these values computed;: we are now ·ready· ·to ~){1,)ress K (n) in 
a corripµ.ta.t.:Lonal :form. We had p:reviously sta.·be·d as -.equation ( 5), 
K (n) - n(k8·<l\.} + Nk!' - (N;.n} f {kr;.:gn{:x)J gp.(x) • 
X 
r(a+x) r(~+n-x) 
r(a+f3+n) • (9) 
Tbls is. th·e J>.rincipal -~quation ·with which we shall ·be: concerned. 
:.Before continuing, however, we sha J 1 complete the system from 
:wJt.icb sampling plans may be computed. We had previously stated ( 4) :-

























< k < a+c+l 
- r 0:+'3+n 
c. < k (a+~n) - r,.-
- r 
.. :(.1.0)· 
into (.1) to yield the optimum Sa.ttlpling plan (n, c) •. -~ That is to say:, 
we will take a random -~B.IllplEi ;of :ti ·unit.s .. :ft.om the ·1ot·, inspect them.,. 
and accept the lot· '1._f: we: :find no more. than .-c q.efect-ives; otherwi._se 
we will reject the ldt. As. to wtia.t is to be doµe with rejected lots, 
-l.it·tle shall be sa-i-d °liere. . . It is sufficient to say that ·k.. ·will 
.r-
=refle·ct whatever is done. Hald discusses some of "the· po·s:s-1biiiti.es 
in -his paper [ 1, pp. 282-83]. 
We have now laid the groundwo~k necessary to answer the .·question 
posed in the introduction; i.e., how do changes or errors in the costs 
a:ff'ect the sampling plan? For a given set (N, · k , k , a, 13} we can 
r s 
compute our sampling plan (n, c). What is needed now is a wa..y o,r· 
examining the effect on the sampling plan of changes in the· -~c:>s.t~. 
-~ 14 
•. !f._ ,.i;. • • '~ 
,t tr-. 










•-•·· · .• ~-.., .. , ,.,,. _, ,.,,•ro., , ' , c \I • 
.I-II_:. :.Pr·opo·sed Method of Solution 
-Close examination of (9) reveals that an analytical approach to 
:the problem would be extremely difficult if at all possibl_e:.. For 
this reason, the method outlin~d b-elow. :seemed to .be the .nio,st advis-
able. 
A.- computer :prog.ram. ~ouJ.d b~: developed. ·tb evaluat.e ·I<{n) over·· 
l .< n <·· ·N :and t.o .sel.ect, th-e value .of 
--· .... 
·will.: ·be: _.given ih .the nejtt. sect:ion .. 
With: thi_s· tool_, it would. then p~- J>ps:s-:ibl..¢ ·to :find: K(n. ): .over 
·o 
a :t:ange of _pot.h.. .l~:r ~nil. :k.8 -and· for· --diff-er.ent ·values of ,N_, ..c:x., f:, .• 
:s"fnce the res·u1ts of· suc.·h ... an -analysis: ar·e re·1ative, no· posoi.tive 
rules would be forthco;rn1..ng, but. some· ·indication- o·-r the :s.ehs1tiv'it_y 
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,-·. 
I ' ,j. > '! •j. ·•·•~ '" • I 
.rv·.~ .Description of Computer Program. Developed· 
This section will describe the development pf the computer program 
:written to solve K(n) given by (9). · There were several problems in-
\rolved in writing such a· program. which are worthy of some discussion. 
:Ft.:r·s:t .. , investigation ·o:f the fun·ctf·on using several different 
s·et.s of para.meters showed that a str~ightforward approach could not 
b:e employed to find the minimum. 'rhis was due to the :fact, that it 
had, in gen~ral, several "local'' minimums as well as :the unique,: 
absolute mi.nimum whic.h was s.hown to exist by Halo. [l,. _pp. 307-.1:oJ. 
Figure l shows what might be obt·ained for .c.t. particular· set .o.f· para-
:meters.: Let us con·sider the summation term of (9) an·d. see what c·an 
. . 





. . . 
c1.e.,ar I.y·, 




/ ) l: .. and r(a+x) r(t3+n-x · · r a+t3+n 
... 
'i.ti t-he sense that· they would not move ~rratic.ally enougp to· c;r~·a.t.~ 
tlte series of sharp p·e:aj{s s~~n ·in Figure 1. The ·only :cor:rcl:u§:i'C)n .w~· 
can draw is that t'he. p.eaks :are caused by adding .anoth~.r· ·term· to the 
sum. Thus.:, the func:t:ion ·de.c·rease~ ~d t:hen begins to increase with 
iarger n. When n gets sufficiently large another term will be 
··added and K(n) begins to decrease again. We note that in. the r:ight: 
end of the interval in Figure 1 the effect of adding terms is c:o-n~· 











Figure 1 - General Nature of K(n) 
If :we. could pre·dict: where the J>"eak-s ·wo.tdd: :dc:cu·r·· it· would be 
.absolute· ·minimum.. 1.n th·e :followi·n_g: ·a method __ for p·redicting where 
th·e f·o1·1owing page will. bef .helpful in the ·discu·~·~iqn. 
, 
Thi-s diagram repres·efn.ts a typical form. or· ){(n). 






.,, --. . . . - .. -- ' . 
Since we \a:re ·.co:µ·~e.pn_e·d. about how many terms wil~ b·e added to 
·the sum and whe:n .. the. :q:umber will be increased,-_ note.- that a term 
I 































































n. 2 1+ 







Sin'<~e.: a, .. t3·, ·kr -~:re :ponstants, we sq_al)~ s_~lve: tP:i-~-- :e:q~at--ioJl f.or· x: 
a,s. a functi-on of n, bearing in- min·d- th·at b.oth n -.and. .x, .must be 
integ~rs- to satisfy (11) .. 
,. 
::k'· _·(cx.+A+n):. > a+x 




k . (a~+.n:): ... _: ·a: r. . ... · 
• (.1~) 
.,. 
Clearly, x as we have expressed it here represents the number of 





Then, X <kn. 
r 
a - k (a+~) 
r • 
The graphical solutio.n to th-:ts inequality is shown below-: 
1 4 2 3 , 
Figure 3 - Solution of Integer Inequality 
nk 
r 
We will denote. x . her.e as :·I[nk~] ., ~-. e .. :.,, the· g:re·_ate$t.· irtt_eger 
less than or· e_gu_al :t·o hkr., Tcr gener.alize.; we se~: tll~t- {12.) is of 
·the_ form 
Je= :< A + k .. · rt 




- ~ •;·,-., ·• _,, ' •• ,, ·< ,., ·-••·•-•·.-~ r 














. This is to say, in ger1e·r~., w~ :.have· ·a, ·Ii.near -integer inequality which 
has the solution 
x -. ·:r[:.k .. ·IQ+A.:)· ·-· a· + .. K .t1]· r~ ~- r ·· 
·wher:e x:: may ·b.~ tn.terp:t·e.t:.e.d as: the number· of t·e:.rtns. in the· ,stµri.·. 
Ret~x,r;irtg to Figure 2, K(ni), K(n1 +l) and K(n;:C+:2) are points at 
whf.ch. ·anqther term is added to the· :~um.: 
:. Jt . (.a.+f3+nJ .>·· -o:+x r . 
n > a:x - (et+b.) 
r 
the least integer greater: th.an·, tlle· .expr·e:sision ·gtvet1- ·py ( 1:3),:•: 
then say 
n - I[ a:x - {a+f3)J + 1 
is the ·· ·t · · ··· · v·alue of n 1n_.~g.~:r
r 
the sum. We may.,now. write (~.e~ F.fgure Z} 
~· . 
L :I.<.[n .... · .... 1 - n-. ·1· · . 1:+· l 
... ,. 
,ao· 
--·- ., •. -- - -·-•••• '•" n.,,,_,.,,_., ..•. .,. -•·••• "•-•, -~---•-• • ••• • ••• • -·,-·· - - --·"••••-··-• •-• ••· .. • ••• '• . ., • '""," ---·---. ,.,. ••••-•- --•··· ··-· ~.-. •••• -•,.•·-•·•·•••-•• ••-• • '•••• ~,., -- I 
.. •·' 
·. . 
1 .• e • ..,_ 
(:14): 
:-i}J' 




'"-11 ··- _ .... 
-- -- ----- .. 
-




n. ·1 .- the value of n at a peak 1+.··· 
n .. -~ th.e value of n :at the immediate J.. 
~ipq_e: the. -value o·r·· X at ni+i :wi_l-l be, Orie: gre·ate .. ~· tll~.' t}1~i;. 
:of p1 ?° from (l3) and (19) we hav-.e 
L = I[ ~x+l - (aft)) + l - ( a:x - {a+f3) + J)] 
r r 
.-. 
I[ a+x+l - (a+x) ] 
k 






Finally, we must decide what. to :~O -i.h the case where no te.rrn·~; 
are added to the S1llll until · n re·aches .some value, say n • 
s 
(15) 
.case is illustrateci :in case .3 of Figure 4-1 ~.n«;l. l:n cases, 5.-, 
€i, .. and 7 
of· Figure 4-2 .. 
,: 






We want to know what value o.f n. = ~s is, the largest f'or which no 
terms are added to the sU?ll;. i.e., the largest value of n f@r which 
X o. A term will be added to the sum when 
21 
., 
•._.,.;Ai&& Kat'"'1(' ·;,.,z··i• 411 :·· .. 1. ...... _.;·d-~;~i; .. :~-·~,~;''i:-·--~~_.'.}·&}kr>1·._;--._:.'.',:·A"~)\1_·::::-~·i.\~\ ... >~·:-:·.;-,··},'_,;: ..... · .... .f,<-·;: ... :.,,:,- .. ·; .. · ,!J+·· -], ... : ·i ... -.• t. t< ~ • • • I ; 
• .. 
k > o:+x 
· r· a-,.f3+n 
.·k < a+x 
·r - a+t3+n 
and. also t;he conditi'on that .x - o. 
·.rt. ·follows that:· 
'k (a+t3+n) < a 
r 
a 





. s as £·he largest value ·or: 




a I[ k - (a+t3)] . 
r 
• ... 
n :·for ··wh:i.c:h ,t.·here ·will 
now. s~etch. the 7 possible forms the curve ;may ··bave. ..The·se a-re _given 
on. the fol.lowing ~ .pages. There would be ·a.th.er· po.S,$ib1e· forms.· the .. 
:curv:e· Illight take, but these· were eliminate~ ·oy :t'h_e· ·:res·t·r1G·tr.ons· 
k < 
0: 









' .. , ,·, .. ·. ·.·-'·· .. ,, , .. , 
Case 1 
I[ a (a+f3)] < n - - -s k 
r 
k i> k 
····s ., .... r 
Case 3 
I[ a (a+f3)] < n - - -s k 
r 
·k 
.. ·s: ~:r 
.. ' •::- ,~--.... ~,--•··-·· ····---- -- .. ,··-·-,;-,-- ·--, --.········ ' -·-·--· -····-···-------.......----· -----------··---------···---,•···- -···· ···-
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k >· s 
·1 ,- '.4 
Case 2 










( a+t3)] > N 
:_,,. ·:· r ., 
.1 
fJ 1· lit btniri,;, I(',:;,, i'' ' I, 
' -·. 
.; . ;- ,: I I ' I !,. . i I ... ·,+ nfltr' -w··,,! rt 1111 tl:11 u·· ' ' ' · : Jp,t!.,. u· ! • ! ,JJ ,], ;.; l,r 
Case 5* Case 6 ' :-
---------
n
8 I[ f - (a+f:3)] < N n8 I[ f - (a:+f:3)] < N r r 
·k .- .k: 
.. s: r k 8 __ ·::>: k .. ·· . r 
, 
I[ a (a+~)] < 1 n - - -s k 
r 
.k > k s 
-· .r 
'* ·mEi.y ~have minim.um but will .. ·be gr~~t~-r: than :~.r~ the. :co:s:~: of: 
:r·~j e.ctin_g.· the lot 
Figur.e 4-.2, 
·-
.. ---··-----.......... ...-..--·------· .. --,..,-·- '---· ----·~- .. ··--....... . ----' --, , . ·-- ' . ' . , - ' . . -, ' ~' ' 
Possible :F.ornrs of 
24 
K(·n .. )·• 
















The reasons for·· impos.ing these restrictions are given in Section V -
Selection of Data. 
--
We are· now ready to sta.t..e ·the method employed in solving for the. 
·value of n - n for· which K(n ) 
0 0 
• • • 1s a m1n1mum: 
·-
1} 
B.•_ . .. 
:ff 
r[ ~· ~· (dffl)] ; hence, 2. cases:. 
···r· 
·n > N. the optimum cour.:se ot· action 
. S· .. ~ 
.. 
. is to· rej:ect the lot without inspection 
{F.igu_re: 4-1, case 2 and case .4) 
r:·r: l < n <-- N. we .. now know t-hat we_-_ .ha_· ve_-.: 
. ~ s . 
. o.ne :Of the othi~·r '5 c.as·es -of Jrigure:s ::4~1-
..•. 
and· .. 4-2 .. 
·-2·} S~t up I}s: -2:· ·1 .as o~r :starti:_ng_: -p:oJ~_nt ~stn.o·e computing_: 
values lower 'thap t;h~.s ar·e ·of .no ·heI.p to· u.s:~ 
3) Compute K:(n._._)._ 
.... s· and ~(n,8+1_); :hence -2 .c.a_s·es 
-A-·,: If K(ns) < K(ns +1), :t. e,,, :i:;f' the c:urve 
B:~-
i:s. :incr.ea-sin·g, we have elth~:r. case· s~ o.r 
case 7.,: Figure. 4.-2. 
K(rt. ) ':> :K.(n + 1 )-
. s - . s .. 
,. 
we.· know that, at lea:s.t 
:...; 
;a .tr.local" minimum exists and. ·quite possibly 
an absolute minimum, From· th.is point on we 
shall. treat the remainit1f!f ca.s_:es in the. same 
manner with· the. ~:xception that when the minimum 





• _'"i •. 
_._,r 
a rejected lot to see if we have a form or· 
case 5 or case 6 where rejection of the lot 
would be cheaper than sampling inspection. 2 
4) Since computation of K(n) for a single point may take as 
long as 2 or 3 minute·s, it is desirable not to have to look 
at every point ·of the functi,on. Referring to Figure 2, .i-t 
can be seen that if there. is a minimum in the interval .. lJe!"". 
tween peaks, it can be: loc·~ted by the following, scheme f 
A. Divide the interval L - I[ t ] irtto 
r 
11 equi-spaced point:s. where the irtterv:ai 
between points A = I[ f ] 
. ::r 
• 
13. .Cpmpute K(n) :at·· :intervals: o·f: ti urrtil_ 
K( n . ) < K(.n·. ~+6:): wheire n . rep-r.e __ .. :s_:en_ t~s.-.·. J .- J· i • J 
.('.::.,. 
any point in the int·erval. At- this poi.nt 
the function. h;as be:gun :to i_ricrease and the 
mi:t11mum is to the. ·1ert :of h.+A. Now, it is a 
J 
·simple matter to deq:rease n .+A , one unit at 
J 
-a ·time, until the.: ,:rninimum for the interv:al i.s.· 
found-. 
Once the: :mfnimum f'or the .int·erval is foilnd. 
. ' 
.. 
w~ ·proceed: to the next "peak'': and repeat the 
pro.c_e:q.ur.e :a.es.cribed above. In this manner, we 
will geijeJ'-J~.te' a s~quence of· minimums which de ... 
crease.s: and tl:ien ':begins to ·increase. It is, 












: .. I 
, I 
K(n) 
.. of'· course, the least minimum we seek as it 
is the cost of the optimum sampling plan. 
·rt is ~~~'Ulrle~ ner.e and was observed in prac-
tic·e that- ·a: .qµrye 't!Quld be drawn through the 
local minimums· wh·icb would be everywhere con-
cave upward. Tllis concep.t. is. :illustrated ·.Jn. 
Figure 5 by tl1~ .dotte.d. litre::. 
n 
Figure 5 - Illustration of Path of Local Minimums 
··the set: [Ni :k: -, k, a-,.. t3,, .n·0.• .. ·.·.' .K(:p_.··o:· ... J1::• :rt is with select.ed sets suc_b .r· ... ·.· 
as these with .which· we shall be: conc;erned :i.ri. the. ne.xt: -sec:tion as we 
endeavor to a.nswe-r· the question we have pose·d cori"cerriing changes in 
costs and their ·effect on the sampling plan. 
2.,.,. :_ -.f 
Whl, II alW I • ,t" h 
-~-~~- ~ .. , ,.,.;.,_ .... ___ ... .._..H • .,_.,_,_ •. _.,.,,.,, ___ ,,.,~-~·--- ?•• ~,. ••• ,~~+-.,...:•'<•.._.......,.,._ •. ..,.. •~u· ... ,., .. , . __ ... 
A second problem encountered in the development of the progr~. 
I 
·1s a dual one of accuracy and speed. TI:ie calculation of very large 
and vecy small numbers in large quantities makes it necessary to 
consider the problems as if they were one.· If we look again at .~(n) 
we see "that computing a term of the sum. is not. ,a simple matter:: 
+ 
\ ( x-1-0 ) ,/n) r(a+x I'(f3+n-x L kr - a~+n) · \x r a+t3+n • 
X 
·di'str-ibutlons. a, w:L'IJ;. be ·o.f the, orde·r of· ·1 a.p,c;I J3 the order o·f'. 
5.0 o·r gr.eat.e,r· . 
. • .... 
1'): Jf¢rw. to compute t.(A} wh:~r:e: ,Q: < A < 30, say·. It is 
~·~.~urned here that for A.> 30, Stirling's approximatt<J~ 
·-
. 
. • . . . 
will p:r.ovio.e sufficient: aecuracy. This approximation-
.an(l .it,~ .a.p;pl.ic:a:tJ.or1. is :di~rcus:s·ed below. 
~) How to. ,pqmpute I:'(B) where. B. 2:. 50 .. ·,· 
The answer to ·the· :f1:rst. ·:problem is to use·. Ji~stings' a:pprox'ima-






















. ; n 
... , l 
\ ll'. 
· .. ···· .. D 
.. ':- ~ 
1 
_1. :r: .. :. /· 
er' -,• . 
where 
a - ~ • 5,7,6698~7 ·-1 .67399080 
·a 
-- .97781781 
. ·2· :-a5. ~- ... 32827930 
a 
- - ._:82356270 3 El.6 --· • 07673206 
·and 
-0. < ·n· < I . 
A$ -.H~_sting:s: irtd:i.:cates, the maximum ab:solute- err.or· of this approxi-
W-8tion is .less than 8x10-6. Since K(n) is to b~ ev~luated by 
me·ans of floating :point arithmetic which .has niinO'r :inher·e.nt= .i,n-
accµ.racie s, a higher degree of accuracy· does :not appear ·to ·be. 
· ~ · r·· d JUS:l,1 1~ · ·• 
The second problem ni.ent:i.on.e:d ao·ov.e. turns ·out to be two~c.:f'old ... 
. ~eciffcaJ ly,. we want to comput;~: a t:erm o.f ·t:h_e form 
r(~n-x) 
r(a+t*n) 
where both the :·arguments are o:f ·the order :of 5.0· :or .gre·at·e·r··.. ,'l'hi:s.-
presents a problem since: 
i) I'(A), where A > 50.; ·i.s :a. very ·1a.:r.ge- number., To comput~ 
-. . . 
directly would. ·req~~.r~ app,ro~im.ately 50 muitfpli.cations,. 
taking a :gr-eat :deal of' computing time a.s well. as.-. yielding: 
·a dubious· re:suit· :~n floating poin.t. 
'2-) .r(.A.)/.r(B), where A,B > 50, implies t.h~·- -division of two· 
. -
very large numbers and any errors in the numbers might 











I ,, ' ' . '. . ., ~ 
The solution to both these problems is the use of Stirling's 




= } ln 2,r + (n + }) ln n - n + 1 + 1 + ••• 
12n 36on3 
= ! in 2nn + n(Jn n - 1) + 1 + 1 3 + • , , 12n 360n •• 
Since our values of n .are large, we may conserve s_onie computing 
time with no great loss 9~ accuracy by using only the :first "correc-
tion term", l~n , The following is the development of a computing 
formula for the ratio of 2 Gamma functions where both.arguments are 
large. Let V and W be the arguments of nµ.m~:;r~t_or and denominator, 
respectively. Then 
~ A. - w 
ln A 
-
ln[ mt ] w 
( ) , c·,··)·i ln V-1 • - .ln,W-Jl·:. • 
Using (17) 
ln(A) = ~ln 21r(V-1) + (v-l)[ln(V:-J)-ll + 12(~-l) - [~lti 2,r:(W-'i) + (W-1)-1} 
= ~ ln ::i + (V-l)[ln(V-i)-11 - (W-l)[ln(W-l)-1] + 12(v~~)(w-l) 
\ ' 
.-
·-··-· --.. --.. --··--,-··--- -- ···-<•. -~ .. - -,·~,. - . 
. 
, 










With this general formula we can now derive the computing formulas 






Then we can write: 
and 
we ,can· use 
. . . ... -.. .- .. 
r(t3+n-x 
r a+t3+n • 
__ r:(~)_ ln[~] ~ ·~ ln J;:1 + (t3-l)[ln(~-l)-l] 
- (a+t3-1}c1n1~-1)1 + 12c~-1)Ca.+13-1) • c:19-1 
.. 
Similarly; ·by letting V == t3+n~x :and W =· a+~+n, we can wri t.e an 
r( t3+n-x) 
expression for r(a+~n) as follows.:; 
ln[ ~f :~~~ ] - i 1n :;~ + (t3-tn-x-...1)[lrt(t3-tn-X•l} .. t] 
-(o:+t3+n-1)[111(d+13+n-I) - .i.J + 12(t3-tn-~~)(a+t3-tn-1) 
(20) 
The third and final computing problem is how t9 compute (:) • It. i.s 
conceiv:abl.e. that n w'il) .. approach N :in .. some .. cases and ·that thi.~ .rn~y 
'be: _quite· large. In tnfs experiment v:aJ.ue·s -B/S, large as ·N· ~ 1660 ·w;~re·: 
used. It was decid,ed to compute the n13.tUral logarithm of (:) since 
t·he .rrumber itself might be ve_cy ·1arge and. ;al.so for -a reason to be 
given in the summary of coµipµt_ing formula:s .P.-:re.sented. below. 






Since we can write 
ln (~) = 1n n! - 111 x? - in.(n-x}! 
··1t was decided tha.t: .if the argument were less tbah- :or equal ·to thirty 
the value would be computed by mul tiplicatio_n an.·d if it wer-e larger 
than thirty·,: Stirling's approx·imation, giv~n by :(i7),. would be used. 
·.rt was· -then ·a .. simple fficltter to: compute eacll,: 't.~·rJXl bf (21_") •and add them 
a~ge.b:raical.ly. 
In summary, for computing: .Plirt>b·Se:~f, t-he sum t·e'rn1 give.ri. a_s _:part of . . : 
equation (9) may be written as: 
EXP (:A + 13_} 
,A -· In n!, ·-- ln x! -. ln{n-x) ! n··· ( -~-ln : x.--: 
:in r(a+x) r(~+n-x) 
· · r(a+f3+n) .. 
It is clear now that computing ln (~) has the further ad.vantage that 
. . . ,·· .. ·._ .. ., . . . . r(a+x r(f3+n-x) it may be· .added to ln r a+~n before taking the an.t.i~-
_lo,ga:ri·thnl oJ' the result. This gives us an :.addition instead, cit an. 
:exponent oper'a.tion which both saves: time :an.d tends- :to ~-m::p~ov~ t;t;re 
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The result of the development in this section- Jias been computing 
-·· 
..... 
formulas which may be applied to the solution of the problem. 
Exhibits I and II of Appendix A describe the detailed logic· of the 
program. Exhibit I shows basically the control logic which: was 
\.. 
d~scribed verbally in Section .. :rv. Exhibit II shows details of how 
qpniput.atJ.:on of K(n) was actually done i:n: 'tn.e J)togram. Exhib.its 
·1-a an.d II-·a are the :l{;eys to ·symbols.: us,ed in: ~h.e ;:r:esp~:·ctive ·:r1ow 
cha.rt·s .•. 
·m-he program to evaluate :~[K(n)] was develqped. :for ·the IBM 
1·62·0: and was writ-te.'r1 ·:tn :~b·ol.i.c ·Programming System.. :'rp facilitate 
th·e many calcu)_atiorrs :r:e:quire·.d. the followf.ng· J~loat.i.ng point sub-
.e:) subtract 




~~.) n·attiral logar:it~ 
6) exponential (na.t'1T~.l: ·P.~_se:): 
7) square root 
Appendix 13. .cont:a.,ins. the sow.ce ·program. 
The accµr:~GY :of t:he c·a1.·¢ulat.ions received no:rma.1. bu~t not ex-
_c.:essive :attent.ie>J1-·· Gare was t·a.ken in developing th·e ·computing 
formulas ·to insure that there was· .no excessive . rounding error, etc. 












since it was not felt to be ne_:¢essary. If th~_re: were a small system-
atic error in the calculations no harm woulo. be done since our con-
·cfern ls wiJ;b relative rather than absolute costs. Results for 
optimum n are identical to those given. ·by Pfanzagl [2, pp. 51,2] 
wti,fle· the costs, K(n) , do $how ~ small but insigriific.ant bias. 
It is: :.q.i~:f'lcu.lt to state th·e time required to compute a minimum 
. 
. :due t_o· :the wide range of circumstances whlch might OCCfil.. Clearly, 
t:he '_nib.re. ·terms there are .::tn the sum the )_anger it will take to 
:eva.lu;a.t_e a_. ,;si·ng·le. va.)..u~ o.f ,n: -s·o :even this time cannot be expressed 
.accurately but· it do·e:~: r~:q11-ire :approximately 5 ·seconds to compute a 
term of the ·sum.. If,. the~, ··we· a,ssume an av~r~g_e: ·qf three terms in 
_-evaluate: ·the :sum, we. can say that ab·out 7 nri.nute::f? wqµl_d· :b:e required 
'ho· 'find the minirrn$ for any partic1l.lar set of parameters, ·on: tbe 
,.: 
-:average. It shqulq.. ·be. und-erstood ~hat some 'will be :found. in !ts: ·i1.ttle' 













v. Selection of Data 
Now that a reliable tool has· been developed for our inv~sti,ga-
tions a] J that remains is .to select meaningful data and ac.c11rately' 
BJ:ial.yz.e the results. It is necessary to ~trike a good balance of 
·amount .. of data taken in ord_er to meet .two ·ol.>jectives: 
_I_} :·To have enough d~ta coverinJs a wide :enqugh range to 
·b·e meaningful when. -~11bjeQted ·to analy:sis 
·.2) -~ot t:o. ha.ve -sc::r much d~ta ·aos :to be voluminous -aJ:i:~'. 
d.etr·act :from the desired result. 
Bef.o.r¢ going i:nto· t'he actual selection of the data tQ~·re· at~ two 
:d~veioped.. We_·: :beg.in lJy observ1.ng· under what condit1.bhs we- would: 
:re·jetft a :ldt· without inspeGtion or ,ace·ept ·without inspe·c.t:ion •. •Since: 
. '' .. ·. 
the e:xpected per'Cent defectiv.e of a lot is O:~f3 and $irice We took 
·t-he c.of3t of an accepted defectiy¢: as- 1, the cost of accep:t:ed lots ·f.s: 
·.·. 
Note: that this is the maximum: c.o-st we can incur :-for a g-iveJ1: lot. 
a Hence:, if kr > a+t, we would riot consider r·ejection of -a I·ot 
:S::irice the ·cost of this alternative would be greater. a If: .. k < . . /"V_J_A 
r - \.NT't-J 
;Lt. still might prove to be cheaper to accept the lot without inspec-
tion but the function would need to, b:e evaluated to determine the 










A second -observation concerns the relationship between the cost 
~ .. , ' 
.of rejection, kr , and the cost of sampling, ks. Clearly, given 
that we must cor1si·der rejection as discussed in the preceding para-
graph, there mu_s.t b.e some :res'.trlction on k • If. we :ha.ve k < k ·· s s r 
we would .never reject a lot;: the ··best proceq.lit.'e wouid 'be: 10()!/p. 
inspection. (As will be :·poitrted. ·out·, there may b·e ·ver:y lit~,le .?-1..i.ffe:t~. 
ence in tb·e two costs in pr-act:i.c.e· b.ut they are ·non.ethele-s·s· diffe~en.t 
.... ~J ' 
in. th~<~>ry.) 
iRule 1: 
.·--·.: .. : - . 
Ru.le 2: 
k. <: ···· ·O: to cori.:st,der :ac·ceptanc.e s·~pl'i.ng;. 
··:r -- :°Cl +. t3.· 
ot:herwise., acc.e.pt ..... all lots without Ins:pect.lo.r1:. 
. . . a :at -a minimum cost ·of N ---.. . .. . .. . a+~ • 
k < k ·t·o: c·qnsi.4e:r acceptance. sampling;. other°-· r ~-· ··:s 
wise, sample all:. :1rsts l(jfJ/o. :at ·a minimum. ¢t1s:t o.f 
Nk • 
s 
From these two .rules it: ~s _clear h'c)W th.e. p:aram~,t·.et~·· ·must be 
distribution, ·.f . (x/O:,'f3) •:, Qhc.e: ·we ·know a and :~ ·we can choose, ... ·,n· .• ·. ·. 
an. u:ppe:r limit of .·kr· from Rule .1.. Also, from Ru.le ·2 we have a. 
lower limit for ks' 1.. ~-·, .no .Jess than the low~r 1.imit of :kr. 
:_Figures 4-1 and '4-2· give 'some :Jndication of how ·tn~: l/nt.'e.rr.elati-ori 
between k and k mi_gh_t. manifest i tse1r:·. r s 
---------------~·_::.:__:_···· ... ' 
u 
:·1 
I i . 
• I 
t' 


















A. Selection of·:J 
The magni t~des of ·lot size to be i-nvestiga'ted do not seem to 
be an overly important issue possibly bec.ause ·it: is a subjective 
matter. The values used by Pfanzagl [2, pp. 5-1-:52] seemed to be as· 
;-good. a~ a.ny other ,set .and, t.:tiese were chosen: N ·.....:- )tOO, 800, 1600. 
ConsuiLtation: with· Profe·s.so:r :Sutton Monro, :Profe.~sor ·of Industrial 
Engineering_ at Lehigh ·univ~r·sity, and Mi·s.s :apnn.te B. Small; Research 
eonfi1rmed that tn.e.se val.ues cover the·. ra.ng·es: most cornm.o:nly en-
.seie·cted. .. .. ' ' . ' ~ ;F':E·rst,: _i-t :was. _decided ·tnat the two us~d by- Pfanzagl 
:[2,. _p. 51.J ·were. qt.tite r_easciitable. o_ne$ to u..se and- tti~y were selected 
Both these. prior -di--st-rtbutions had the s·ame expected fra·ct-ior:1: :de.:f'.e¢-
~ti ve, 0.02, anq. it se·¢med. to be reasonable to choose one: wit·h. twic$ 
'that _percent. defec.t±ve., f (x/1, 99) and another with half that pe:r.--n 
l ···.' 
·c:efit def~·ct:i·v~: f.n(~/2, 48). Of course, the variances of th·e-s·e. ·pr_iQr 







1 •• , • 
C. Selection of Ranges of Costs 
As stated above, selection of the prior distribution :restricts 
our selection of values for· the cost of rejection and the cost of 
sampling, e.g., in the: ·c·ase wne·re a ...:. l:,· f3 = 49 the maximum value 
k may have is giv.en- PY 
r 
k < a 
:r a + f?, 
1 ~ 1 + 4g ~ . 02· =· maximum .v.alue::• 
II1, ··$-~l·e,.ct.ing· tn.~.s~ cost:$., it seems desirable tna.t: th.e.y· be over: ·~. 
, ·.a range f;rom ·th·e ·m.~~m'lµIl_ to. 1/10 qf ·tn~ :JP.a.xµn~·. :fu.rt:t:i.e:r,. i't wa.s 
decide:d that:: th·e 6, v,:alues should. :be logarithmically sp_ac-ed op, ~h~ 
irite·rv.ai arouritl the upper limit.. ·.Iri th1s way the· grea.ter· density 
·or· 1taliie.s. ·would lle in the ran_·g···e :whe·re k and .:ks. .at:e more nearly 
r· 
e·qual. Figure. ·6., bel·ow, .shows the :spa¢·ing Ghosen for :a: ·given set 
·, 
; 
according_ to :~uJ_~ '2. 
Table ·1 contains a summary of the values :s.e-le·cte·d, for· the. investi-
.g.ation. ··rt should be pointed out that the-se values: ::d:o not ·:cover all 
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~TABI.E· .1 - ·vaiue,s:· (5f. :Pl:rr:a.riie-t:e:rs used tn. c·ai:culaAi·±.orrs . . - . . . . . .. ' ~ . ·-
-
. -.. . .. ' .. · .· ,' .. - . ·-· . .. . . 
f3 N \rariance· "k. k 
:$ r · .. 
-
49 400: 69.18 .0200 .,0200 Boo 261.33 .0180 .0180 
1660 1014.59 .0156 . 0156_ 
.0120 •. 0120: 
.0060 . 006·0· 
.0020 .0020 
9.8: 400 38.81 .0200 .0020 
800 139,72 .0180 .0180 




·9.9: 400 19.60 .01000 .01000 
800 70.57 • 00903 .00903 
1600 266.61 • 00778 .00778 
• 00602 .00602 
.00301 .00301 
• 00100 .00100 
:48 
. : 400 135.53 .0400 .0400 
800 512.00 .0361· .0361 















It would have been desirable, of course, ·to have· more data· 
than was computed. It was not felt practical for the reasons already 
cited and also because those selected require a good deal of com-
puting. Noting that there are 2l values of K(n) for e.~~h, se:t 
[N,a, t3], there are a total of' N x (a,t3) x (kr' k
8
) == 3 X 4 X 21 == ~2 
parameter set_s wbi:¢h reqµ.ir~ ev.alua.tfoh.. Sin-c·e tbey r.equire an 
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VI.. Analysis of Data and Conclusions 
For some of the analysis of data, opt .. i~um: K{:n)j W'P::i.ch .. w~ shall 
'-'.I '. 
·denote as k(n ) 
0 
in the following d.i~·cu:ss·ion,. ·i~. difficult to handle: 
well. For this .reason, restiJ_~s .of th¢ calculations of minimum cost 
.• 
are expre:s·se·d as a fra.·ct:ibn. of the cost., o·f :rej:ect.i~g :a. lot. This 
te.ch;n::ique· was used. :by Pfanzagl [ 2:., :p·. .50] • J)enot:ing thi.s quantity 










·follows wili 'be. the anfll_ysis of ~he re·spons:e· sur.facer C(n0 ) as· .a: 
funct:·iort· -o.f k . and· ·~·s· • •liipce., -it is· :_of: s'o:me· ~portance th.at ·we. 
-r 
.. .estal:ft:ts·h tl1e· ge:nefral: p~tw.e :'of this s.uifac--e. before proceedi.ng. Upon 
oe· ·desired in detail o·f ·the :surface.. :lr'or t·his · reason, a spe·cial ,s.e-t 
;.-. 
of data c9nsisting of .55 p.ara.rneter- sets was evaluated in order to 
..... 
better µndei-'stand the ri·ature· .bf tp~ re:s:ul ts. The supplementary data 
and <an· isometric drawing· .. :of th~ _re.:s_ponse surface_ generated are in~ 
·c·lud·ed in Appendix E, as :Exl?.i.bi~·s I: and. II ·respectively. No:t,~ that. 
this: supplementary set is i-o.entic:al. ·to the set 
.. [ 400·; l, 49: :. ·02 - •.. 002:; .• 02· ,_ •. 002.] 
·41 
' ·' !'!_ •• 
- --· - ··-· -- ' -------·--·--· . ····---~- -··-~-.. ---· --- ·-·-·~ -- _, . 
( N ·a· - A._..~ ·k · · k ) 










- I I ' 'i' I ~ir-,r~v I 
~" f , -
with the exception that the: intervals of kr $Jld k 8 have been 
linearly spacea and more closely----spaced, providing a total of 55 
values of C(n)· as opposed to the 21. values per set chosen for the: 
experim~nt. 
By examining the_ ·p1_ot q_f: th1~: sp·e·cial data given in Exhibit II 
of :Appendix E, we p.9w h~ve· a :v.ecy go·od idea of its behavior. Note. 
'ho.w the slope of the surface· is relative~y r·1at for large values 
of k and k and especially for l(r_ ::· k,8. • Also, not'e how the r .s 
slope increases with decreasing: 1tr fo:r- a fixed value or· ·k.·s··· ·s.pec.t-·-
fically, coh--si.der. Figure 7 wh:fch shows ,a :plot of oot:h_ Kfn ) :and 
. -•· 0 
,C(rt :) for a :g-iven va:iue_ of· k:s._- -.. · :0.02. ·Tn.e _par~~t.er s:et cn:ose_n 
:o 
Is :{N; d, ~; k8.l ·•- -- - :( 4:00;· .1-.,. :-49) .• 02} .• Tne .gra.ph th.us r.~present.s: 
'both K(n
0
) and ·c{r.i0) _:~s-· a .·fm1ctJo_n ·of kr-· Tl1-e ~ott,ed extension 
-of the straight l.i_ne portion of the curve se-:rves to indicate the 
c;iifference between the maximum possible cost, Nk ' r and the cost 
·of the sampli~g plan for the prescribed s-et of parameters. 
The str'iking characterist_ic of Figure_ 7_ is tba-t. a;t t:he ·point 
.;;. 
where .s~piing becomes more economital tha.h: ·rt=J.:ec,t·ion wit:hout inspec-
·t:Lori there: i=s a significant improvement in ·both_. abs-o-lute costs 




:cie,creas:ing rate, wi tn i·ncr~~$ipg k ..• 
-r 
In other words, ther:e i·s:: only--
a small interval in which there is rapid_ change. 
Now consider Table 2 below which summarizes the data from which 
f 
t.he response lines of Figure 7 were constructed. Note tha_t the 
42 .. _. . . 

















Fi_gure 7 -:Bes.ponse Line of :k 
·r 





























column labeled K(n·) 
0 
which represents t:he total cost of the sampling 
plan increases linearly with kr 1 UP to the point where sampling be.-
c·omes optimal. At this. point, the values begin to increase at a 
:de:creasing rate as described previously. The adjacent col~ labele.d- -
Nkr serves to compare the cost= .of samp1;irig to tl'ie cost,. of rej(?.C·ti,o~ 
without. samp_ling. 
k . 











;TAB· .. · - ._.LE . .. ·. ·_2: 





































o .. 80()0 
1.6000 
.2: .• :4000 
3.2000 

















. . ... . AP.t>'end'i-x o.C·:.,. Exhibits I-XII pref?ent :~ -s1J.ron1aty of th.e, :twelv .. e .. para-
rn~:t·~.r ·,se·ts evaLuated and Appendix D:J .Exh.ipits '·r~IV qont.~iri ·i$:orrtetr-ic· 
.drawings of the response surfaces .for .N ·• . 4o·o:, on;e· d.ravp.·rtg· fo.r eac.h 
pt\ior distribution. 
:AfJ has been pointed out, the·. ·usual situatio~ Jn. 'p:r~ct.;Lqe is: fo:f' 
k and k to be approxiniate1y· the same value.. '.For .. this reason, r s 
Appendix F, Exhibits I-IV ~how C(n0 ) for k = ·k and N = 40.0, .• r s 
There is one exhibit for. each of the 4 prior di,stributio~s • 
. 44 
. .:_ t~ ·. :•1 •, 9\fi~· .. 
) 
' .-,,,1, 







r- . . 
:-.14.·, 
., 
.Cf ·= 1 'A = 49 
. . ' .., some additional values were again computed to make the 
behavto·r of this curve more clear. These additional parameter sets 
a.ncl their results are tab;ulated in Appendix F, Exhibit v. Examination 
of the graphs of tnt.s: data in Appendix F, Exhibit I-a - Exhibit V-a 
$:·now. that the function .i·s well-behaved over its entire range with 
nq sh:arp changes or disconti.nuities o·f any kind.~ Thi.s fa.¢:t can :also 
:be: s.~en, though not ·so clear-ly, -:±n the :.i:sometric dr.awing.s ··of Appendix 
:D:.-. 
:Study of the results.· .o.f ·the 12. parame·ter s·eta· given :tn Appendix 
C .. i·ndicates that their b·eJravior :is :qt1it.e. s·imilar: to t,l1e ~e·t. 
{N; a, t3} { 400;_ 1, 49] j·ust' dis:cussed ·:Ln de.tail: • 
.. significant effect on t-he gene:r'al n·~tu,re of -t.-he ·response surfac.e. 
detail· will hold for the other, iI s.ets. 
The answer tq ~h;e ·qµestio.n posed at t·he: .outse·t of t.hJ-.s.: .p:ap·e·r fs 
··now clear. In generEµ; changes or errors in k 
·r :do :not 
radically affect the . .eo·st pf· the sampling pla.iJ. ·tn· t·he, .. usua·1 work.i~·g 
range of k "' k r - s the response surface i~- ve_.ry ,weil--behave.d ma.the-· 
matically, displaying. no erratic behavio:r. There q.oes appear to be, 
however, a small range where changes in :co·st·s are more significant 
than for the rest of the surface. This ·is in the region where 
aampling first becomes more economical than rejecting. This was. no.ted . '• ... - . -. . .... 
especially in Figure 7 and holds for· all the parameter ~et:$ irrv:e-s:tt-
gated. Since this is a c;omparatively small portion of ·the wholl~: 





While not an obje·ct·ive .~f t·hfs ·study, another point which was, 
observed during the computing. of optimum values of K(n) is o.f 
interest. As the lot size becomes larger, the sensitivity :.of the 
cost function sensitivity. to changing n diminishes noticeably. 
·Thi.s. observation is in .agreement with our a priori notion that in 
. a, lot of 1:600 the· .d-ifferefi,ce in cost o:f sampling 800 and sampling 
·801 would be tnc.onsequentd.a1... Conv.ersely, it was. ·als·.o noted that 
. . . 
small lot s:ize-s: made the tota·l cos.t ver.y seri'sitive to .a .small ch:an_ge.· 
±n :lot .size. .Table 3: i.shows ·this .se.rtsitivity .for 3 ·sele¢ted. c:as.e-.s 
.... 
:K(.n) and, 4K{-n) shows that the low~r lot $-i:z:e:· -~·:·s"- tn:e, _1,_e:~·s· $¢Ps:~-~-
·tive K(n) is to: change ... 
a - 1 
t?> 49: 
Il:· _.K{·n) 




1:8:00:. 119 11.8208 
120* .11. 8207 
121 11.8208 
122 11. 8212 








··--•·-.«--•·--.--,,.,.-~, =- • .,.._..,. - - ---.. -· '-.. . . - - ,' - ; - :, ·, .. -. ... I •• '.' -•• ·.: • 
tJc(n) 
,· 
~ .. 0001 
.0003 
.. 0006. 
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We have now answered the quest·ioii ::Posed :a,~: :the beginning of thi·S 
study, i.e. , in almost all cases, the res:pon.se surface of total costs-
is not unusually sensitive to small-. change-S' ·or errors in either the 
unit:J k or both.~ 
r 
-w.d.t"h· Pfan~a.gl_'-s ·conqlus.ions that. ·the diff~rence between _prior· cli·st_ri.~ . . 
. 
:btrt~tons_ is :practi:oally :i:rr:elevartt. [2·, p. ·47] ,. is of; c_bris:iderable 
c·onsequence. . These results: would_ .ii1.dicate that.· ·qnly -~- mo_derate amount· 
.of data collecting must l;>e do:r1e to implement. the sa.tI1p,iing :pl.aJl_,. The 
para.meters of both cost and; ·pr;iQr distribut:Lon nee.d. n_crt :be· e~~·c,tly 
calculated for the: ·srunpI·tng pla.ns: t.o b~ ·u.·s:ef-ul. -While· there -will ; .· - . . . . . 
;p:rqp_ably be· some dif.f.erence betwe~n the· dptim.al pl'an. and. tne one: 
calculated f'rom the data avai.labi~·,. it will n'Ot-,. in. :ge·ne·r.cµ:,, p.e· 
enough ·to- r~nd.er. the: plan ineffectty~ ~ 
- Once ·the pl·a.n i_s· i'_n i.is:e, :furthe-r data :cart 'be: ,g:athered to iinprov~ 
:t_h,e ,e:stimates ot l~s~ refined calculation-s qf· the parameters u:s:ed. 
whe-n ,the plan was first implemented. In ·this way, refinements can 
. 
-. . . 
· .. · i. p:e made over a peri:o.d .of time rather= ·:t:harr 'On. a. ,crash pasis which 













VIII. Areas for Further Study 
I • 
In an undertaking of this kind, there is only a limited amount 
I ' 
which can be accomplished. For this reason, this undertaking answered 
one specific question. There are a number of other areas which were. 
only partly· explored and some ·completely ignored. 
The, .rnost important. question to pe answered .now is, uHow doe:s 
~-n·e· ·~odel dealt with he:r·e· compare to· s9m~ of ·the sampling plans· now 
in use?" It would. ·be .. ctr interest ta. know· .if there is any economi.c 
advantage in thi·~ mod~l .. or if its corilplexi t_y is s-uch that other p·1an·s 
are just as goo.d. The final. test of ·its usefulness must li-'~ .'i{1 
'the: {luestJon then :ari·s·es, J"Wbuld· it· b~ .feasj_b_le to g·erte·r-ate .sampling 
.pl.~:s a~ t.ne·y .a.re ne_ed:ed by me,ans· of a eompµt·er? 11 :' If. the- answer to 
sampling pl·a.p.s wollld, l::>e elimi:rrat·ed .. ·If· there is a disadvantage to ., 
Hald'.s ·model, it: ·:f .. s' :,:En. ·tne:· .ntl.nil:rer: of· parameters which must be ent:ere'd. 
in. the: .syst.em. to obtai.n the opttmwi sampling plan. Figures 4-1 anq 
4 ... ·2 catalo .. g· .··ed th·e (f.0:rm .. • ... _s ·.K(_.:.n·). · • ht no.g... as.s.ume. ·From :this starting 
minimums. bel·ow· ·the l'evel :obse·rve:d iJi the· ca1·culations: ma.de for this 
s:t-udy.. :s.tnce ·speed wa.:s ·not the primary fact·o·r in t.h.is s.tudy., it ·is· 
almost certain that the times indicated in this p.aper can be· imp·rbved 
.... 













As indicated by Hald [l, .p. 338], a study of feedback mechanisms 
for updating the prior distribution parameters would also be of cnrt-
siderable value. Not only do we nee.d this feedback f'or the case 
where sampling is b·e.tng c.onducteg. re·gularly, but also where the 
majority of -io_t-:s ,are accept·ea witp.9~t insp.ec.-t:ion.. In pr.acti.ce, the 
prior dist,riputt.oxi .l:"f? su.b.-j:ect: to fr-.equent and· o·ften unpredicted 
change. ·Thi.s. ·could. ·be. of ~er-ious. c·ons.eqµence if the· .:sam~pli·ng;_ mo·del 
does not react· to this. in a .. reasonab·1e a.mo.unt: cif· time•: 
'· 
.. 
11: ,i ,. 
• 
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CLEAR FLAG T6 
SET FLAG T4 




























K(SN) = Nkr 
SN=O 
INITIALIZE 

















KOFSN = K(SN+I) 























K (SN)= N k r 
.___ _____ _ 
',:?.~:.t!:.··· . '' . '.- . - ....... 
11 '' I 7 ' 
~ . 
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l<OFSN = K (SN) 















. KOFSN I KOPT ' '::>-..... ---------~ 




KOPT = l<OFSN 
.__ ______ _ 
:$:1-a: 
LOW 
SN = NoP·r 
















-\Lr ____ l 








, KOFSN = Nkr 
SN= ZERO --
LOW 
,, ~ EQLJAL 
YES // COMPARE ',,, 
N kr, KOFSN ,, 
HIGH 

















-~: .n ( sampi=.e size.). 
·:'" ·.lot, s'ize. 
. ·, 
r. • 
1/10 o.f distance between peaks of K(-~},· see- Figur.e :2-
las.t· ·value of K(SN) ·computed 
last value o_f · SN ·use.d 
r~je-:c.ti'rig. t.he :rot, s:ee ,page 41:. 
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X ( N-n) 
COMPUTE 
K = N x kr 
COMPUTE 
L = n ( ks-k r) 
COMPUTE 
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k a + X 
-r a + f3 + n 
. ' 
n! (n·0·: 
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* CCJMPUTE MIN(K(SN)) GIVEN N, A, B, KR, KS 
* THESIS PROGRAM 3/2/64 J B TURNER 
DCJRG402 
START SF \\15-1 
TOM 401,-0 




























* STARTING SN GREATER THAN N 
CJVER22TF KuFSN,N 
TF KCJFSN-2,N-2 
FM KCJFSN 0 KR 

















TF DEL TA, I NTRVL 
TF DELTA-2,INTRVL-2 














.. -= •1 •. ~l- r· 1-: 
" B SETX I 
- . CIVER26SF TEST4 
SF TESTS 
TF W13,KCJFSN . 
TF W13-2 51 KCJFSN-2 FS W13 o\-111 
BNF CJVER27 0W13-2 TFM SN 0 -99,10 ·---
TF SN-2,,ZERCJS 
TF KCJFSN,,N I 
TF KCJFSN-2, N-·2 
FM KCJFSNPKR 
B L4 




* FIX NUMBER TCJ INTEGER VALUE 
F2 OS 6 






F6 TF F1+11,F2 
SM F1+11,9 
A F 1+ 11,-F2 
Fl BNF F3,0 
F4 SF 0 
BB 
FS TFM -F2,0,10 
B F6 
F3 TOM -Fl-11,0 
AM F1+11,1 
B F1 
* SET SN TCJ 1, USE NCJRMAL RCJUTINE CJVER21TF SN-2 ,CJNE-2 
TF SNDCJNE 
TF W1 ,ALPHA 
·\ 
.... "',......-:'".i: ·.i:'. .... TF Wl-2,ALPHA-2 \ 
TF W2,ALPHA 
TF W2~2 9 ALPHA-2 FA W2 9 BETA FD W1 DW2 
FS Wl siKR 
BNF Ll,Wl-2 
L3 FA Wl ,KR 






L1 TF X-2i,ZERCJS 
TFM X ,-99,, 10 
TF KCJFSN-2,CJNE-2 
TFM KCJFSN 0 +99,10 BTM DELSUBs,0 0 10 TF DEL TA O I NTRVL TF OELTA~2~1NTRVL-2 
. : i.~ SM OELTA 0 1,10 










TF K~PT-2 0 CJNE-2 TF NSTART,,CJNE 
. TF NSTART-2DCJNE-2 
* MAIN RCJUTINE CCJMPUTE K(N) C,VER24TF W1DALPHA , 
TF W1-2DALPHA-2 
TF W2DCJNE 
TF w2 .... 20 CJNE-2 
CM W1,o"10 
BNH LESS 
LCJCJP1 FS W1,TWCJ 
C Wl-2,ZERCJS 
BL EVAL 
FA Wl ,CJNE 
FM W2,W1 
B LCJC,Pl 
LESS FD W2,W1 
B LCJCJP2 
EVAL FA Wl ,CJNE 
LCJCJP2 TF W3,CJNE 
TF W3-2,CJNE-2 
FM W3,W1 
FM W3 ,A6 











FM W2 ,W,3 
TF Wl, BETA 
TF Wl-2,BETA-2 






























.,~ . ;,: 
I 
·1 






·;,,~:·; ·,:..1 ,'" J: •\'1\~l'J,~{1\1•1 




* LOOPS IS RETURN FOR ANOTHER T~RH OF SUM 
LCICJPS TF W6,X 
TF W6-2 X-2 
FA W6,AlPHA 
TF W3,BETA 
TF ~l3c:o2, BE TA-2 
FA W3 f)ALPHA 
FA W3£1SN 
FD W6 0W3 
TF W7 ,KR 
TF W7.,.,,2 ,KR-2 
FS W7 DW6 
BNF POSSUM, W7-2 
B NEGSUM 
* GCJ TCI PCJSSUM IF TERM IS PCISITIVE, NEGSUM IF NEGATIVE 
* IF PC1SSUM 0 CCJMPUTE COMBINATORIAL TERM PCJSSUMC X~2 9ZERCJS 
BNE MCJD2 
TF Wi ,FZERCJ 
TF W1-2,FZERCl-2 
B CJVER7 
MCJD2 C X-2 0 CJNE-2 
BNE MC,03 
C X ,ONE 
BNE MCJ03 
FLN Wl • SN 
8 CJVER7 




TF Wl , FZERCJ 
TF Wl-2, FZ ERCJ-2 
B CJVER7 
MCJD4 TF Wl , SN 
TF Wl-2, SN-2 
FS Wl ,CJNE 
C X-2,Wl-2 





MCJD1 TF W8,THIRTY 
TF WB-2,THIRTY-2 
FS '{!8 0 SN 
BNF NCJRMAL O WB-2 
BTM FACTS,SN 
TF W1,W13 
TF W1-2 ,Wl 3-2 
TF W8DX 
TF wa-2 X-2 
" . FS W8 0 THIRTY 






CIVER 73TF W8, SN 
TF W8-2,SN-2 
rs wa .,x 
TF WS PW8 
TF W5-2,W8-2 




















f ·: ' 
• ' ·.I, 
'I ' 
.. :1 (· 
. '' 
BTM FACTN,WS 
FS Wl ,W13 
B CJVER75 
C.,VER74BTM FACTS,W5 
FS Wl 11 W13 C.,VER75B CJVER7 
* EXACT FACTORIAL RC.,UTINE 
TAGN OS 6 
FACTN TF W5,FZERCJ 
TF W5-2DFZERCJ-2 
FA W5 0 -TAGN 
FA W5,SMALL 
TF W13PCJNE 






TF W8e:o2 0 W5-2 
FS W8,W14 




SMALL DC 2,-1 
* STIRLINGS APPRCJXIMATIC.,N TO 
TAGS OS 6 


















W13 OS 10 
W14 OS 10 
DC 8,50000000 
FIFTY DC 2,2 




























CtVER4 FM W1, WS 
FS W5,CJNE 
~VER3 BNF CJVER5 1 TEST2 C W9 TWu 
BNE CJVfR6 
C W9=-2, TWCJ-2 
BH CJVER6 
CF TEST2 
CJVER6 FD W1 0 W9 
FS W9 0 CJNE 
OVER5 BNF *+24, TEST1 
B LCJCJP 3 
BNF CJVER 71, TEST2 
B LCJCJP 3 
CJVER71FLN W1 DW1 







FS wa ,CJNE 
TF WS,X 
TF WS-2, X-2 
TF W10,THIRTY 
TF Wl 0-2 J. TH I RTY-2 
FS Wl O, Wt1 
BNF LCJCJP4, Wl 0~2 
HELP2 FLN W5,W8 
FS WS, CJNE 
FM W5,W8 
TF Wl O, CJNE 
TF Wl0-2,CJNE-2 
FD W 10, TWELVE 
FD W10,W8 
FA W5 l'W10 
TF W10,W8 
TF Wl0-2, W8-2 
FM W 1 0 , TWC,P I 
FSQRW10,W10 
FLN w10,w10 
FA WS,Wl O 
TF W9, WS 
TF W9-2,WS-2 
B CJVER9 
L(ICIP4 C W5, FZ ERCJ 
BNE CJVER8 




CJVER8 FM W9,W8 
FS WS,CJNE 
FS W8 ,CJNE 
8 LCJCJP4 
CIVER9 TF W8, SN 
TF W8-2, SN-2 
FS W8,X 
FS wa ,CJNE 
FA W8,BETA 
FS W3 ,CJNE 
TF WS ,W8 
TF WS-2, W8-2 
FD W8,W3 



































FM W7 ,W6 
FA Wl 2,W7 
FA X ,CJNE 
B LCJCJPS 
* SUM IS COMPUTED, EVALUATE K(N) AT NEGSUM NEGSUMFD W12,W4 
TF Wl ,KR 
TF Wl-2,KR-2 




FM Wl O, Wl 
TF W11,SN 
TF Wl 1-2, SN-2 






















BNF uVER83,W14-2 CJVER85TF SN,NOPT 
TF SN-2,NC1PT-2 
TF KOFSN,KOPT 
TF KOFSN-2,KCJPT-2 L4 BNF L41,TEST6 



















• · II 
I 
I 
··•·· .. :JI 
. . 
; : j 
. 1 
= 







. FM KCJFSN ,KK 
TFM SN 9 -99i,10 
TF SN-2,ZERC,S 
L41 BTM c,u1sue Po, 10 
TF CCJFN p KCJFSN 
TF CCJFN-2 0 KC,FSN-2 
TF W1 .,<s 
TF Wl-2,KS-2 
FS W1 ,KR 
FM W1,SN 
FS CCJFN,W1 
TF W1 ,N 
TF W1-2,N-2 









































CJR21 TF DATA-2,SN 
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* C~MPUTE L TO GREATEST INTEGER ROUTINE DELSUBTFM W6 0 1,10 TF W6=-2,CJNE-2 
FD W6!JKR 
FA· W6 0 HALF 
TF A0DR2+6f}ADDR1+5 
A A0DR2+6,W6 
TF AODR2+11 0 ADDR1 
A ADDR2+ 1 I f} W6 
TF INTRVL=2,ZEROS 
TF I NTRVL ,W6 
ADDR2 TF O,O 
BB 
CJVER82TF DELTA,MINUS1 
TF DELTA-2,MINUS1-2 CJVER81TF KCJFSN,W11 
TF KCJFSN-2,W11-2 








TF W6 0 NSTART TF W6~2,NSTART-2 
FS W6,SN 
BNF CJVER86,W6-2 




FS W13 0 SN 
















, B L4 






L31 TF Wl ,ALPHA 
TF W1-2,ALPHA-2 
TF W14,ALPHA 
___ TF W14-2 ,ALPHA-2 
FA W14,BETA 
FD Wl ,W14 
FS Wl ,KR 
64' 
-------· ----~---···· ....... iiiiii ... iiii-iiii. iii. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiii_ iii.iiiiiiiiii-iii< ·iii· a· ·-iiii~WZiiiiiiRSiii· W?iiiiiiiiiiiiii: iiiiii· riliiiiii· • .... - ".---...... ~- ... -----· iiiiiiiiiii,;;.;;;;;;.;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;====~-=·=-0 -~ 
!-' • 
.. 
B L3 OVER86TF W6,KCJFSN 
TF W6-2~KOFSN-2 FS W6 KuPT 
BNF CJVfR85, \~6-2 
TF NCJPT D CJLDN 
TF NOPT~2 0CJLDN-2 TF KCJPT 0 KCJFSN TF KCIPT-2 0 KCJFSN-2 
B SETX 
~VER83TF NOPT~QLDN 
TF NCJPT=2 0CJLDN-2 TF KCJPT 0 KCJFSN TF KOPT~2 0KCJFSN-2 TF DELTA 0 INTRVL TF DElTA-2,INTRVL-2 
SM DELTA O 1 ., 1 0 BTM FIX,DELTA 
FA NSTART,INTRVL 






FI VE DC 2, 1 
INTRVLDS 10 
CJLDN DS 10 
KCJPT OS 10 
NCJPT OS 10 
NSTARTDS 10 
CCJFN DS 10 
DC 1, (i) 
NINES 
W1 























W12 DC 2,-99 
DC 1,Cil 
AREA DSS 50 
DC 1,C-
DATA OSS 50 
DC 1,(i) 
N OS ,DATA+9 
KR OS ,DATA+19 KS OS ,DATA+29 
ALPHA OS ,DATA+39 
BETA OS ,DATA+49 
DC 8, 10000000 
CJNE DC 2, 1 
DC 8, 1 2000000 TWELVEDC 2,2 
DC 8,62831853 
TWCJP I DC 2 , 1 
-:•:: 
• • 





.. , ' 
'I ( I .\,. ... l 
DC 8,30000000 
THIRTYDC 2,2 
X OS 10 
ZERCJS DC 8,0 
FZERCJ DC 2,-99 
DC 8,0 
KCIFSN DC 2, 1 
DC 1 , (i) 
SN OS 10 
DC 1 , (ci) 
DC 8 ,-5 7669867 A 1 DC 2,0 
DC 8,97781781 A2 DC 2,0 
DC 8,-82356270 A3 DC 2,0 
DC 8,67399080 A4 DC 2,0 
DC 8,-32827930 A5 DC 2,0 
DC 8,07673206 
A6 DC 2-,0 
DC 8,20000000 
TWCJ DC 2,1 
DC 8,-10000000 MINUS1DC 2,1 
TEST1 DC 2,-1 
TEST2 DC 2,-1 
BLANKSDAC 4, (al 
CJUTPUTDS , DA TA-11 
OS 4 
DC 8, 10000000 
DELTA DC 2,2 
DC 8, 10000000 
TEN DC 2, 2 
ADDRl DSA W6-10,INTRVL-10 
DC 8,50000000 HALF DC 2,0 
ClO DAC 12,END CJF FILE~ TEST4 DC 2,-1 
TESTS DC 2,-1 
TEST6 DC 2,-1 
DE ND START 
i:: :, I .:, 
I·,.' . 
:1 : '; .'., 
.. 
Appendix ·C.' 
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EXHIBIT 1· - Results of Calculations 
Na 400 ALPHAc 1 BETA-=49 I,. 
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EXHIBIT II - Results of Calculations 
I . 
' j Na: 800 ALPHA• 1 BETAc:49 
REJECTIC,N SAMPLING CJPTIMUM CJPTIMUM CCJST / UNIT CCJST / lJN IT SN K(SN) 
0.02000 0.02000 120 1108207 
o.01aoo 0002000 93 11.2548 
0.01800 
f · v·· ' t 
137 1100581 
0.01560 0002000 103 10.5091 
0001800 109 1002968 
0.01560 119 100023 7 
0.01200 0.02000 74 9.0537 
o.01aoo 78 8.9014 
0.01560 85 80 7052 
0.01200 163 802275 
0.00600 0.02000 0 4.8000 
0.01800 0 4.8000 
0001560 0 4.8000 
0.01200 0 4.8000 
0.00600 331 405562 
0.00200 0.02000 0 1.6000 
0.01800 0 1 .6000 
0.01560 0 1.6000 
0001200 0 1.6000 
0.00600 0 1.6000 
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,1 .. , 
,.. 
r 
REJECTICJN SAMPLING CJPTIMUM CJPTIMUM 1 CJPTIMUM 1. CCIST / UNIT CCJST / lJN IT SN K(.SN) C(SN) : 
• 
I 'i , .. 0.02000 0.02000 173 22.8205 007131 j 
... .! 
'. 
0.01800 0.02000 147 21.6793 0.1425 
0.01800 196 21.3578 0.7415 
-· 
0.01560 0.02000 119 20.1419 0.7859 '! • 1· ;;,"I 
0.01800 172 19.8250 0.7777 I 
: I 
. I 0001560 233 19.3994 0.7772 ] 
• I 0.01200 0.02000 88 17.3333 0.8661 I I[ 
' I 
1[ 
0.01800 150 17.0598 o.8416 
I[ 
0001560 159 16.6892 o.8394 . l 
c" 
·I 
0.01200 247 15.9808 0.8323 
0.00600 0.02000 0 9.6000 1.0000 
! 
' I 0001800 0 9.6000 1.0000 
0.01560 0 9.6000 1.0000 . ~ 
'f. I 11 0.01200 0 9.6000 1.0000 : I 
; 11 
0.00600 382 8. 9211 0.9292 
0.00200 0.02000 0 3.2000 1.0000 
0.01800 0 3.2000 100000 
'. ! 
0.01560 0 3.2000 1.0000 
0.01200 0 3.2000 1.0000 
0.00600 0 3.2000 100000 
;,, 






EXHIBIT IV - Results of Calculations 
N• 400 ALPHA• 2 BETA•98 
REJECTION SAMPLING CJPTIMUM CJPTIMUM CJPT I MUM ] CCJST / UNIT CCIST / UNIT SN K(SN) C{SN) . I • I 
' 
' 
0.02000 0.02000 78 608398 008549 rt ~ l 
I 
I II 





0001800 97 6.3832 o.8865 : I I ' ,_ . 
0.01560 . :I 0.02000 59 6.0966 0.9354 .. , 
; I 
0.01800 65 5.9730 . ] 0.9322 
0001560 124 507451 0.9207 
0.01200 0.02000 0 4.8000 1 .0000 
0.01800 0 4.8000 1.0000 
0.01560 0 4.8000 1.0000 
0.01200 181 4.6203 009625 
0.00600 0.02000 0 2.4000 1.0000 
0.01800 0 2.4000 1 .0000 
0.01560 0 2.4000 1.0000 ; 
l ,....,, ...... .. 
' 0.01200 0 2.4000 1.0000 
0.00600 292 2 03938 0.9974 i I I 
0.00200 0.02000 0 008000 1.0000 
0 .01800 0 o.aooo 1.0000 
0.01560 0 o.aooo 1 .0000 
0.01200 0 o.aooo 1.0000 
0.00600 0 o.aooo 100000 
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9.6000 ~ 1.0000 






4.7630 : 0.9923 
1.6000 1 .0000 
1.6000 1 .0000 
1.6000 1.0000 
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EXHIBIT VI - Results of Calculations 
N• 1600 ALPHA• 2 B.ETA•98 
REJECT I CJN SAMPL I NGi CJPTIMUM CJPTIMUM 
COST / UN IT CCJST / UNIT SN K(SN) 
0002000 0.02000 224 25.8504 
0 .01800 0.02000 203 24.6153 
. 0.01800 259 2401798 
0.01560 0002000 183 2208259 
o.01aoo 190 2204521 
0.01560 315 21.8751 
0.01200 0.02000 0 1902000 
0.01800 112 19.0359 
OoOl 560 187 18.6844 
I , • I 
0.01200 366 1707901 
0.00600 0.02000 0 9.6000 
0.01 aoo 0 9.6000 
0.01560 0 9.6000 
0.01200 0 9.6000 
0,00600 647 904629 
0.00200 0.02000 0 302000 
0.01800 0 3.2000 
0.01560 0 3.2000 
0.01200 0 3.2000 
0000600 0 3.2000 
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EXHIBIT VII - Results of Calculations t 
N• 400 ALPHA• 1 BETA•99 





























































2 .4080 1.0000 
2 .4080 1 00000 
2 .4080 1 .0000 
2.2072 0.9166 
1. 2040 1 .0000 
1. 2040 1 .0000 
102040 1.0000 
1. 2040 1.0000 
1.1913 0.9894 
0.4000 1 eOOOO 
o.4000 1 .0000 
o.4000 1.0000 
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EXHIBIT VIII - Results of Calculations 
N• 800 ALPHAm 1 BETA-=99 I 




























































2.4080 1 .0000 
2.4080 1.0000 
2.4080 1 .0000 
I 
2.4080 1.0000 
203275 o. 9665 








EXHIBIT IX - Results of Calculations 
1·,, 
I, 









' i, REJECT I CJN SAMPLING OPTIMUM CJPTIMUM CJPTIMUM !1 / ,, CCJST / UNIT CCIST I UNIT SN K(SN) C(SN) 
0.01000 0.01000 242 11.7997 007374 
0.00930 0.01000 180 11.4158 0.7587 
,,.. 
0.00930 267 11.2766. o. 7578 
.. 0.00778 0.01000 · 208 10.4823 0.8049 . :; 
... 
0.00930 215 10.3346 0.8039 
. ,,.r, 
\ 0.00778 242 9o 9911 0.8026 
0.00602 0.01000 148 9.0643 o.8799 
0.00930 155 8.9585 0.8772 
0.00778 172 8.7121 008730 
0.00602 331 80'2401 o.sss4 : .. >. 
' .. ,.j 
; '··:~· 
.:; 
'.'. /.~ 0.00301 0.01000 0 4.8160 1.0000 
0.00930 0 4.8160 1 eOOOO 
0.00778 0 I 4.8160 1.0000 
0.00602 0 4.8160 1.0000 
0.00301 • 660 4.5678 0.9484 
0.00100 0.01000 0 1.6000 1.0000 
0.00930 0 1.6000 1.0000 
0.00778 0 1.6000 1.0000 
0.00602 0 1.6000 1.0000 
0.00301 0 1.6000 1.0000 
0.00100 1162 1.5928 0.9955 
76 
... 
, 'I':::•: )_ ,,1.. 
·~ 
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EXHIBIT X - Results of Calculations 
N• 400 ALPHA• 2. BETAa48 
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EXHIBIT XI - Results of Calculations 
~- N• 800 ALPHA• 2 BETA~48 
-~ 
SAMPLING REJECTION CJPTIMUM CJPTIMUM 
CCJST I UNIT CCJST I UNIT StJ K(SN) 
0.04000 0.04000 112 25.9127 
0.03610 0.04000 101 24.7018 
0.03610 129 24.2787 
0.03110 0.04000 92 2208260 
0.03610 96 22.4609 
0.03110 157 21.8654 
0.02410 0.04000 0 19.2800 
0.03610 55 19. 1135 
0.03110 93 1807466 
0.02410 180 1708761 
0.01200 0.04000 0 9.6000 
0.03610 0 9.6000 
0.03110 0 9.6000 
0.02410 0 9.6000 
0.01200 323 9.4661 
0.00400 0.04000 0 3.2000 
0.03610 0 3.2000 
0.03110 0 3.2000 
0.02410 0 3.2000 
O.O'i200 0 3.2000 
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::. EXHIBIT XII 
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,;,J REJECTION -SAMPLING C,PT I MUM CIPTIMUM CJPTIHUM r--. p if.'. CCIST I UNIT CCJST I UNIT SN K(SN) C(SN) ti~ F 
,:i 
ice 
"' ;:.-. 0.04000 o.o~ooo 163 50,6433 007913 t~ E'l [i·• 
' :ill: 
17"1 
0.03610 0.04000 48. 1527 
~, I 157 0.8230 l 1 ru l ·: ! ' 
. 
0.03610 186 47 .so 11 0.8223 
0.03110 0.04000 127 44.3188 008679 
I. 
; 
~--_; 0.03610 158 43. 7791 008639 
0003110 224 42.8649 0.8614 
,. 
' 000241'0 0.04000 94 37.5136 o. 9341 
0.03610 97 3701410 Oo 9330 
0.03110 137 36.5289 0.9224 
' 0.02410 ,. 227 35.2335 0.9137 




0.03610 0 19.2000 1.0000 '' :•; I: 
1'i·, . 
. . 


















0.03610 0 6.4000 1.0000 {;: :.,,·1 t·· ~ ... 
,.,_, 
i_,~· 
: .. , 
6.4000 





!Y-0.02410 0 6.4000 1.0000 
0.01200 0 6.4000 1.0000 

































Percentage of Cost of Sorting as a Function ot 
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EJQUBIT III 
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EXHIBIT I 






























































~ = 49 
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Supplementa.ry Results for .. E:q1.1~ Co,$t Parameters 
.a<; 
·• 

























a a. -~- -·· 49. 
·K(in_ \ 
.· O·J 
1-. :0_0.00 . 
-4.2692 o.8894 
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EXHIBIT ·II.·!~ a 
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EXHIBIT D.l 

























·o .• ·8625 
0.8317 
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Percentage of Cost of"' Sorting as a Funct·io·n ci:f _k. 
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a= 1 ~-~ 49 


































:.l.: •. O(J'.oo· 
1.0000: 
.• .. •' · ... · ... 
1 .•.. 0000 
l .• ·00.00 
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Qlos.sary of Symbols 
·) 
·100· 
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 
MEANING 
.. JI 
,Co~s.:h of sampling inspection per item inspected expre·s.se,d 
.as a fraction of the cost of allowing a defective item 
·to teach the·. customer 
:c-ost .of ·r·e·:j·~Gte.d lots (per i tern) e:xpress.ed as _a. :f'.rac'ti.oh 
o-f. the ·c<Jst- :of alJ_owirtg: a defective item ·to ·re:_a/ell: tl:l~ 
customer' 
. - . . :• . 
·tot si-ze 
. . ... - ·' 
Number of defectives· ·in. ,a ~a.r,n:p:Le o·r. ·size n. 
Distribution .. of ·the :numb.er of defec·t-ive:s x ±n. ·.a s~:p_:le:" 
of siz.e n 
1·ot of -size :N . , ... ·. •. . ' .... 
:Expected number ·of :d~fectives in a· lo·t. ,of s-iz_e' h 
Ac·ceptance number (the number of cief:e·ctive$: ·which. :must. 
·not be exceeded in a sample of :st.ze. n ip prq.er ·ror :the: 
lbt-t9 be accepted) 
:Tota:l :cost~. of· th·e, sampling plan (n, ¢) 
.. , 
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Parameters of the Polya distribution 
I 
That value of N for which K(N) • • • is mnimum 
The greatest integer less than. or equal to.A 
The distance (in terms of n) between peaks of K{nJ 
(See Figu·re. 2, p. 18) 
That vaJ.ue :d.f' n for which: a term: .of: the aum i=s· ··f:i'rs.·t 
added to :K(n) 
Total cpst elf a. sampling plan. :e·XP:ressed as a fra.e't,ion: 
of the coat :.of rejecting a: lqt 
,-
' . 
.·~,;:,.: ... , .. :\.: 
.: (,;'. . 
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